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About This Game

This is the sequel to The Fruit of Grisaia. It is strongly recommended to play the first
game before starting this.

“Are things OK as they are?”
In every second of every minute of the life the young man had lived, the same thought recurred in his mind.

Looking back on his past, the girls he’d met in this peaceful life made him feel guilty, and his heart was tormented with that
guilt.

—That girl discovered the meaning of her birth
She no longer needed to hide her true self—

—Understanding what it means to struggle to live
From the protected to to the protector —

—To feel so, so glad to be alive.
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Since the young man started meddling in young women’s affairs, their gray orchard began to recover its former brilliance.
“It is impossible to capture eternity.

But surely, I can at least spend the rest of my life with your hand in mine, never letting go.”

That was the one decision one young man kept in his heart…
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The best RTS I have ever played! 10/10, graphics, illustrations, gameplay, balance is really near to be perfect.
Be sure you will spend days playing interesting campaign and to become top in ranked games. Game is really awesome - it costs
its money :). Terrible its like a game from the Playstation 1 era it doesnt tell you where to go or what to do and there is no save, I
dont recommend this game and as for the cost of the game about £8.00 its certainly not worth that.. I paid money for this :(.
Blew up a helicopter with an AWP and killed God.. This game does not seem to know what it wants to be. The horror aspects
look good expect the cut screens keep causing the game to crash. Added to that are puzzles designed for a five year old. I
expected something a bit more challenging and puzzles that aren't basically find waldo.

Appears to appeal to a lot of people but to me a good concept ruin by stupid puzzles.. Have just a few levels done but it is fun
and hard to win sometimes... it is a real be liked game!. I picked this up on a whim when the Lunar Pack was on sale, and I've
been very pleasantly surprised and pleased with the game. It's a nice little platform-puzzler, especially for the Lunar pack price.

Enjoyable if:

-You like games with very little guidance--there's no tutorial and there are no hints or clues.
-You like games with an atmospheric story rather than a written or spoken dialogue (there are only a few symbols, no text, as far
as I've played)
-You like games where you can find your own way
-You like pixel art.

If, on the other hand, you prefer games with lots of hints, levels, and a clear game trajectory, this is probably not a game you'll
enjoy.

Small drawbacks: There's no way (that I've discovered) to restart the game if you get stuck in certain areas of the game, other
than quitting and restarting the game. This is only a real problem at the beginning, though, before discovering moves like the
double jump. As progress in the game is saved, this is only a minor annoyance. Also, occasionally the various filters are a bit
much.

Overall: 8/10. Review URL - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-review-list/2-wave-shooter-levels-19-99-rom-extraction/
Lets Play - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-video-list/already-rom-extraction/

2/10

One glaring problem – the price to time played ratio. Thinking of other wave shooters such as Overkill VR or VR Invaders, it’s
hard to understand how this one would even be an option. It boasts two levels – no customization and a simple high score table.
Surprisingly, there isn’t anything interesting beyond the normal enemies – no bosses. Rom : Extraction’s focus is largely upon
the orb which you can throw and shoot(explode) and destroy nearby enemies. Most of the power ups in the game revolve around
this orb such as orb splits or orb homing devices.

Visually, the game is actually great. The enemies look great up close or far away. The explosions, especially in slow motion,
look like a Michael Bay movie. Unfortunately, you get two levels and you’re done. Sure – there is difficulty settings and high
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scores to chase but its..two levels. The music slowing down when you use the slow motion is cool, similar to Space Pirate
Trainer and it fits the mood of the game well. Controls are OK but the orb itself seems very high momentum. You can throw the
thing as weak as you can and it takes off with a mind of its own. Using the slow motion to properly time exploding the orbs is
critical to success.

Overall, there isn’t much to say about Rom : Extraction as it doesn’t give you much to talk about. It’s short and there is a lot of
planned features but this isn’t an “early access” title. The creators say in the description “ROM: Extraction is a game that is not
meant to end.” but the last update is 4/19 of 2017 – that’s not hopeful.

Final straw – It’s not worth it. Maybe $2? Maybe $4? I’m sure they spent money making the game but it lacks depth that over
wave shooters offer in a similar price range. Thinking of all the customization and levels and objectives of Overkill VR which is
the SAME PRICE on Steam – makes the choice laughable. In a sense, Rom : Extraction is highway robbery to purchase over
other finished titles in the price range. Do yourself a favor and skip this one.

The Good
Music
Visuals
Slow motion controls
The Bad
Terrible price for the game length
Promised features that didn't deliver
Plays like a demo to purchase a full game separately
Orb moves too random to use in normal speeds. Above average arcade rally / dirt game - polished and functional yet looks old
on launch day. Enjoyable enough but on lower levels it definitely doesn't have much of a sim feel and there is little feeling of
changes to the handling as you change surfaces. Presentation is deliberately cheesy game show feel to it. Seem to be plenty of
tracks and cars but nothing compared to the likes of forza or PC2 - still there is some variety. It is fun in short bursts, old style
graphics mean it's less demanding and plays smoothly. Has in game replays and camera options but these are decptively limited
with glitches and ommisions (e.g. shadows are off in camera mode for some cars, can't seem to easily change the focal point
meaning depth of field is hard to control for screenshots etc). Overpriced but I got it at a discount (19.99) - its just about worth
ith at that price point so wait for sale.
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if i wanted a novel i would of brought one. All i wish for is that they would revert the changes to music and how the character
functions. I Honestly loved this game and had always wanted to play this and when i finally did i was sooooo happy but this was
in 2016. Since then they made a lot of changes which i didn't agree with at the time besides multiplayer. they have change how
to the character arms will always follow other player which makes it harder to actually fight them ironically and made it almost
impossible to climb things. I will not recommend this game until they revert a majority of the changes they have made. also i
really wish they would bring back some of the maps and songs that they got rid of.. At nearly double the price of the more
popular and more succesfull game Dead by Daylight, this game was doomed before launch. Should've started working on a new
game instead of trying to revive this one because reviving a game that's dead before it was even released with an all time max
player count of like 1k seems impossible to me. Will change the review if the planned rework of the entire game is actually
good.. This was disappointing. Its so square, non-organic, and devoid of life or detail.
Most houses are just empty rectangles.
You can easily make your own with free mapping software out there now.
Their others (winding caverns & castle) aren't this bad but still pretty amateurish.. The VR for Battle Fleet 2 is amazing. It
would be nice to see more added to the game. like Marines assaulting the beach or transit times for airplanes in flight. Got me 3
times with some jump scares! Good stuff for the low low price of Free.95!. This game is not for everyone, the gameplay is
much more about strategy than action you have very limited ability to fight maneuver and cast spells so you have to like tactical
gameplay to enjoy it, and there is a problem where suddenly everything you do causes lag and has to restart so I recommend
trying the demo if you're on the fence about it.. Very good game - cute and colourful and it just works. Recommended.. Ignore
the negative press - the developers are not money hungry freemium advertising junkies. This game is brilliant: the single player
is enourmous for a free-to-play, with increasing difficulty as you proceed in the campaign, and refreshingly so (finally a game
that genuinely challenges the strategist in all of us!) Forget SIM City, forget Magic:the gathering, forget 3D Chess: this game has
ALL OF IT, with humour and a fascinating amount of strategies, even more so with the latest v3:reinforcements release. This
game is SO BIG that it reminds of the good old days of \u00a330 PC games with full content, a great single player AND
brilliantly fun multiplayer (once you get to grips with single player of course!). It was a no-brainer to buy the tripler for
\u00a32.99 after the first few rounds as quality and challenge shines through and you know when a top game that only comes
around once in a blue moon grabs your attention. DO NOT BE FOOLED by the 'Legendary' or 'Rare' cards - having played this
game for more than a year, I can safely say it is all about a good strategy, and with v3 there is even a mode called 'Pauper' where
NO legendary and rare cards are even allowed :D. With the plethora of monsters, equipment and spells to pick from, there really
is something for everyone and the variety in strategies plus the new daily challenges AND the testing single player campaign
(that you can now play 4 times over with the different modes) is simply BRILLIANT - this is THE BEST GAME (I've even sold
my now dust-collecting Xbox). THANK YOU RUBICON

Grisaia: Phantom Trigger Kickstarter launched!:
The Kickstarter campaign for the new Grisaia series, Phantom Trigger, has launched! Discounted digital copies of the game and
a wide variety of physical rewards are available, so give it a look!
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/frontwing/a-grand-entrance-for-new-vn-series-grisaia-phantom
. Streaming/Let's Play changes for Grisaia Games:
Good news!

Frontwing has recently changed their stance on Streaming and Let's Play YouTube videos for their Grisaia games.

You are now allowed to play all the games without restrictions with your subscribers.

In other news, the Sharin no Kuni Kickstarter has met its initial goal, but Frontwing still need your help hitting the stretch goals!
If you haven't had a chance to take a look at the campaign yet, please check it out!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/tokyootakumode/re-sharin-no-kuni-project/. GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE
ANIMATION is available now!:
GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE ANIMATION episodes 1 & 2 are now available!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/935420. Announcement about the Grisaia trilogy games and its Michiru spin-offs.:
Due to the expiration of our contract with Sekai Project, the following five Frontwing titles that were previously published by
Sekai Project have been transferred to the Frontwing USA Steam Publisher page.

"The Fruit of Grisaia"
"The Labyrinth of Grisaia"
"The Eden of Grisaia"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 1"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 2"

We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to Sekai Project, who have helped us spread our visual
novels to fans all over the world in recent years.

While we are taking over the publishing rights to these titles, all of our products currently available on Denpasoft will remain
available there. Sekai Project remains to be one of our valuable business partners, and we would like to ask you to give them
your continued support.
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We would also like to ask you to please direct customer support requests regarding these five titles towards Frontwing USA
from now on. The Steam Community Hubs will also be moderated by us. We deeply apologize for any confusion or
inconvenience that may be caused by these changes.

Frontwing and Sekai Project would like to thank you for your understanding, and we would appreciate your continued support.
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